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that we couldn't get decent burgers in Northfield so we went to the Eastern Standard instead and I was surprised by how tasty the burgers were there. It doesn't matter if you're at the Blackhawk Inn or the Eastern Standard (or if you get those burgers at another burger joint in Saratoga Springs) - you can find some good burgers in Saratoga

Springs. I have never been to Burger Boy in Deerfield - that is the first time I have driven by, maybe they don't have any food worth eating. If I'm ever in town again I will give it a try. But speaking of excellent burgers, I'd like to suggest a burger restaurant in N.E. Wisconsin. My friend Dave likes the burger at Brodie's in Union Grove (where the
Union Grove restaurant was founded) but he didn't like the hamburgers at the second Union Grove Restaurant (on New York Ave. in Union Grove, WI - where I go to often to get lunch). So I would guess that Brodie's does burgers just a little bit better than the other one. Anyway, if you're ever in Union Grove and Brodie's has a line out front of
cars waiting to get a table, Dave suggests that you go to Alkara at the corner of NY Ave and 22nd Ave. (and take the 20 mile drive to the Union Grove - I don't know if they're open very late on weekends). Dave likes the burgers so much that he's even ordered them once at Alkara (so he could try them out - he probably won't call me to order

them again). If you are looking for a hamburger place in North Eastern Wisconsin, Alkara is the place.James J. Walsh (jockey) James J. Walsh (1854 – September 29, 1923) was an American jockey. Career James J. Walsh was born in Ballina, County Mayo, Ireland in 1854, the son of jockey James L. Walsh. He began
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